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Reading The Cross Centered Life: Chapter 1 
 
Reading and Discuss 2nd Timothy  

 
Read Chapter 1 of The Cross Centered Life with a pen or pencil in hand. Write your 
thoughts, questions or responses as you go. They will be important in the discussion to 
follow. 
 
Questioning from Chapter 1 - The Cross Centered Life 
 

The Message 

C.J. Mahaney points out that Paul does not feel the need to offer a new truth to Timothy 
just before he dies; the message he had already provided would be sufficient. What 
does Mahaney then describe as the centerpiece of Paul’s theology? (pp. 10-11) 
 
On page 11, D. A. Carson is saying that joy, ethics and doctrine all center on the cross. 
What else about the Christian life centers on the cross? 
 
What difference would it make in your life  if specific things, like your marriage or 
career, were centered on the cross?  
 
Never Forget 

Why does the author find living in his hometown to be a gift from God? (p. 13) 
 
What does never forgetting the past also remind him about God? (p. 13) 
 
Have you forgotten that you have been cleansed from your past sins? Is the guilt of past 
sins still burdening you today? Or do you sometimes forget that you were a sinner and 
act as if the mercy of God was for yesterday instead of today? What difference would it 
make if you “preached” the Gospel of forgiveness to yourself more often? 
 
We All Need This 

What is the most important thing the author wants to teach his son? (p. 14) 
 



How do you feel about this? Does it sound harsh to you? What are the implications of 
giving our children another message?  
 
If your children are well behaved and well educated but never come to understand the 
bad news that they are deserving of punishment, what good is that? What difference 
would it make in your life and the life of others if you spoke about immoral behavior in 
terms of sin and forgiveness?  
 
The Only Essential Message 

Quoting Jerry Bridges, the author not only calls the cross the centerpiece of theology, 
ethics and joy, but it is the only essential message…(p. 15) 
 
If the Gospel is the only essential message in all of history, how does your story  fit into 
the story of God’s rescue and restoration of all things in Jesus? Does He serve your 
story or do you serve His?  
 
What would be lost from the story of the Gospel in the world today if you were not 

here ?  
 
Conclusion 

The Gospel is the only essential message in all of history. It is not only the message 
needed for salvation; it is the overarching story under which all the rest of life fits, either 
in obedience or in rebellion. This is God’s world and we all live in the place where God 
has poured out His hatred of sin on Jesus. Reestablishing this message as the most 
important truth in our lives should call us to respond. Are you trusting in Jesus’ death as 
the full and final payment for your sin? Have you stopped trying to be your own 
functional savior? Are you refusing to be the hero of your own story? 
 
 
 
 


